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Innova 3160 scan tool

The Innova 3160 is an OBD2 scan tool that is used mostly to perform machine diagnostics. The 3160 is a professional quality diagnostic tool that is built with the commercial workshop in mind. If you need an effective code reader, or want a device that will run a variety of diagnostics on your machine, this scan tool might be what you are looking for. At this
Innova 3160 review, we aim to provide a good run down to the product, so that you can make an informed decision if it's the right tool for you and your workshop. The first part of the innova review 3160 will be a general benefit of the product that will description some of its main features. Following that review will go on innova's vehicle protection and more in-
depth in its functionality. Finally this Innova 3160 review will highlight key features in keys and we will give our verdict on whether we would recommend this device mechanical and professional. Product Glimpse of the Innova School 3160 is a high quality diagnostic scan tool that is an effective code reader and also has many functions that a mechanical can
make use of during machine service. As a code reader, the Innova 3160 can quickly and accurately read error codes from across the ABS, SRS and transmission systems. Once you have completed any repairs, the scan tool can also clear the problem codes to reset the systems. Although reading and clearing code are expected from an OBD2 scanner, this
INNOVATIVE OBD2 device completes this function efficiently and impressively. As well as being able to read with ABS keys and SRS codes, this Innova 3160 diagnostic scan tool can also turn off any warning light that appears on the dashboard. For example, the scanner will be able to turn off the check engine light when it is enlightened. This is a useful
feature since it means that the mechanics is able to reset the warning lights after completing a repair. That's important since you don't want to be driving a car around with the engine light check on after the repair is made. As well as being able to turn off the check engine light, the Innova 3160 can also disable the oil light as well as monitoring of tire pressure.
The Innova 3160 also has a live data function. Live data is a feature seen on a lot of the best OBD2 scan tools around, and it provides real time data for OBD2 machines. Live data is useful since the mechanics can see how their vehicles are operating in real time, which makes it easier for them to find their cause of any problem. The current live data will
include readings for things like trim gas, temperature consuming the air, RPM engines and position upgrades. The best thing about live data is that the technician can use machine components and see what effect that it has on the live data. For instance the mechanics could press the accelerator also is the OBD2 plug tool and be able to see how the throttle
position is reading responses. The live data is where you are not the graphical function that is included on the Innova 3160. The grafing function displays the live data in an easy format to read, so that you can see how the live data will change over time. Graphs can also be placed on each other in order to compare car performance in different states. The
graphene is taken even further by the Innova 3160 Freeze functions data freeze. Freeze data frames allows the user to save a snapshot of live data on the device so that it can be brought up later. This is good for graphics as it means the data from the freeze frame can be displayed next to new data. For example you might have to freeze data frames for
when the accelerator is being pressed, and compare it to when the pedal is not being touched. An interesting and innovative feature of the Innova 3160 is its Broadcast Readiness test. Preporation emissions are tested telling the mechanics how likely a vehicle is to pass an emissions test. It provides either a red, amber or green light depending on how well
the emissions system is functioning. It does so by overhauling the oxygen detectors, which are placed on either side of the catalytic converter. If the catalytic converter is working well, then you will get the green light. This will help the mechanics make sure they don't waste time and money on an emission test only for the failed machine. The Innova 3160 can
be operated in English, French and Spanish. The device also comes with access to a repair solution website, and the Innova can be directed to the correct webpage for your repair. This means that the Innova code reader can understand problem codes, and then give the mechanics an idea of what kind of repair needs to be done. This feature is very
impressive and is rarely seen among diagnostic scan tools. The scan tool is very intuitive and easy to use. It has a bright return screen that's easy for it in all lighting conditions. It is resistant and built from durable material, so is very easy to break through a crash drop in the workshop. The screen is operated by a number of key panel style keys. These keys
are easy to press and can even be used accurately too wearing gloves. Overall, the Innova 3160 has an impressive set of features which means it stands out among other scan tools at its price point. It is a great scan tool with ABS, SRS and live data capabilities. The next part of the Innova 3160 review will discuss its car insurance and take a deeper dive
into its foncation. Compatibility Innova 3160 scan tool diagnosis is a compatible OBD2 device. This means that it can only read data for OBD2 machines. OBD2 cars are usually cars and commercial vehicles made in 1996 and first. Vehicles built in 1995 or earlier are compatible with OBD1 Devices. Have an optional update can add OBD1 compatibility to the
Innova 3160 to which we would recommend if you think that you will be dealing with a mixture of OBD1 and OBD2 machines in your workshop. The scan tool is compatible with almost all OBD2 machines. It covers cars from foreign and domestic markets, especially cars and vans from Europe, Asia and the US. Having a good set of machine protection is
essential for an OBD scan tool. As a mechanics you never know the type of vehicle that will drive to the next workshop, so you need a better device equipped to deal with the wide range of vehicles. The fact that you can upgrade the Innova 3160 to include OBD1 is an interesting feature as well. This part's functionality of the review will go more in depth in
some of the features that were shortly described in the product benefit. It with error code keys like all other Innova scan tools and a lot of scanners from other brands, the Innova 3160 is an effective code reader. Being a code reader means that the scan tool can recognize problem codes coming from various machine systems, such as the ABS, SRS and
transmission. After recognizing the codes, the Innova 3160 will let the mechanics know where the problem will originate from, giving them a good idea of how to initiate a repair. In addition, Innova's is supported towards a web page that can assist in the repair. The Innova 3160 is able to read and delete error codes on all the OBD2 machines that it is
compatible with. The innovative can read and delete code at a fast rate also maintains an impressive level of accuracy. It is this performance that separates it from the competition as a high quality quality reader. Cleaning ABS and SRS codes is a briz with the 3160. The Test System Innova 3160 is able to run diagnostic tests on various machine systems
other than the typical ABS, SRS and transmission tests. For example, the Innova can run a battery charging system test. This is quite a unique feature for a reader's ropes and again is something that sets it apart from the competition. This test system checks the battery system will recharge properly and it is a good place to start if a customer is complaining
about battery going flat. There's also an exciting broadcast function included on the Innova 3160. The Readiness Broadcast Test is the ideal feature to make use of when preparing a vehicle for a full broadcast scrutiny. The test will either provide a red, amber or green light depending on how efficient the emission system and particularly the catalytic converter
are operating. This is an easy method to confirm whether it will be worth the cover time and money in an emissions exam. Live Data the live data capabilities of the Innova 3160 is perhaps its best and most useful feature. When you can see how a machine operates in real time is very valid, and it can often be loads of time of any repairs. This is because it's
easier to see where an issue occurs, when you are given a list of data that covers almost all of the key machine systems, such as the ABS and SRS systems. The live data focuses on things like petrol trims, which tells you how your engine's efficiency is using fuel, and other values such as air consumption temperatures. Almost all of this that live data can be
reported will be able to help the mechanics to spot any problems with their vehicles. Although the live data won't suggest any fixed, it is large when used as an indicator that highlights issues or potential issues. The Innova 3160 also has a graphics function that works in tandem with the live data stream. The grafing function displays the live data in an easy
way to read and you can see how the machine system is changing and developing over time. For example you can set up the graphic function to show data from the System Stir Anti Lock, and then see how the graph changes when you activate the brake pedal. This is a really effective way to find any problem with the anti lock brake, and the graphic is
equally as useful for the other live data readings. Turn off warning light Another classic OBD feature that Innova 3160 scan device makes for use is able to uncheck car warning lights, such as check engine lights. This is a really clear function since it allows the mechanics to close any warning lights after they have finished a repair. This is also a safety issue
as you don't want to fix a car and then drive around with the check engine light still activated since you won't know when a problem develops. The Innova 3160 will also deactivate the oil lamp reset and monitoring of pressure tire warnings. The software Innova 3160 is absorbed by a solid bit of software. The menu system is very easy to navigate with all the
responsive functions and accuracy. There's nothing worse than a scanner and lag, which seriously slows any repair sessions. Chances that are absolutely not the case here. This software can be regularly updated for free via Innova's website. The latest easy updates fill by pluging a USB cable from innova to 3160 into a computer. Updates usually carry bug
fixes that ensure the device will continue to run smoothly. In addition to adding new features and test capabilities. Finally the updates will add more machines to the compatibility list, finally making the Innova 3160 an even more versatile reader code than it already has. The software is controlled via the large panel buttons under the screen. These buttons are
very easy to use and can even operate while the user is carrying gloves. This is actually quite a nice result, and it is actually an advantage that this device holds onto a touch screen tool. Do you have to remove gloves Time to operate a tool can become annoying. The innovative language is a tri-lingual device, especially operated in English, French and
Spanish. This just increased the usage of the device even further. All menus can be changed between the languages and all translations are accurately and well done. This is a thoughtful feature, and it is ideal if you have several people in your workshop who speak different languages. The inclusion of English, French and Spanish means more people in
your workshop will be able to operate the device. The clear issue code feature cleans 3160 can read and clear problem codes with ease, and do it as well as any other scan tool on the market today. Diagnostic width range of diagnoses that can make eon this scan tool is very impressive. Not only can Innova read ABS and SRS codes, but it can also turn off
the oil light reset and make use of freeze boards and live data technology. Broadcast tests the Reading Broadcast is an innovative and unique feature that we haven't seen via any other similar tools costing scan. The Innova 3160 diagnostic tool will display either a red, amber or green image depending on how effective your catalytic converter operates.
Vehicle Cover's Innova 3160 has excellent car cover across a wide range of makes and brands from the foreign and domestic markets. This means you will be able to read and clear ABS and SRS codes on almost all machines that come into the workshop. The base model of the Innova 3160 is only compatible with vehicles that were built in 1996 and
forecasted, which are known as OBD2. However, there is an optional upgrade that adds support for OBD1 machines, or cars built before 1995. If you are going to be working with older machines, make sure you look out for this upgrade. User interface of the Innova 3160 is intuitive and very easy to use. All you need to do is make sure you are regularly
updated your device to ensure that working as effectively and efficiently as possible. The Verdict If you are looking for scan tools and ABS, SRS and live fontation data, then you do not need to look much further than the Innova 3160. If you want to clear ABS and SRS codes, turn off the oil light, or make sure that your emission system is operating as
expected, then the Innova will have you covered. We definitely recommend Innova to anyone looking for a reliable and high quality scan tool. Questions to use the Innova 3160G: The Innova 3160G is the latest version of the 3160 and is used in very similar ways to the older model. You simply plug the device into your vehicle's OBD port and you'll be able to
read ABS and SRS codes, as well as test systems straight ahead. Have a look at our review of the 3160 from Innova above to get a better understanding of what the device can do. How do I My Innova scan tool? Update your Innova tool is as simple as your Innova plug in the computer across the included USB cable, and then go to the Website Innova to
download the update. For my information on what is usually included in the update, have a look at our review of an Innova scanning tool above. Is there the difference between the Innova 3160 &amp; 3160g tool scan? There are a few differences between these two Innova devices. Firstly, the Innova 3160 is slightly more compact than the 3160G. Also,
3160G there is very much a color screen whilst the 3160 screen is black and white. Finally, the 3160 is slightly heavier than the 3160G. Check out our 3160 review for more information on the device. The reviewer can be found at the beginning of this page.
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